Display Stand - 1
Cut out along outer edges, black lines.
Pull up along gray dotted lines.
Fold inwards along black dotted lines.
Display Stand - 2
Cut out along outer edges, black lines.
Pull up along gray dotted lines.
Fold inwards along black dotted lines.

Ito Japanese huchen
*Hucho perryi*

Iwana
*Salvelinus leucomaenis*

Kunimasu
*Oncorhynchus nerka kawamurae*
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Display Stand 1-3
Cut out along outer edges, black lines.
Pull up along gray dotted lines.
Fold inwards along black dotted lines.

Yamato-iwana
*Salvelinus leucomaenis f. pluvius*

Iwame
*Oncorhyncus masou*

Biwamas (Biwa salmon)
*Oncorhynchus masou subsp.*